
Weitere Infos 
findest du hier:

Neugierig? Wir freuen uns von dir zu hören. 

talents@fulfin.com I +49 XXXX XXXXXX

IDP Project -  Development of high core tools

fulfin is revolutionizing how online SMEs finance 
their growth and you can be a part of it! 

Further information:

Curious? We are looking forward to hearing from you!

Notice: You can apply alone or as a part of a team.

Your contact : Verena 
hr@fulfin.com I +49 89 215375927  

Impressum: isarlend GmbH, Agnes-Pockels-Bogen 1, 80992 Munich

Send us your CV or appy now

The Project:
➢ At Fulfin we provide working capital loans to help eCommerce sellers grow their business 

efficiently

➢ We use data-driven risk modeling to make nearly instant loan decisions and assess the 

creditworthiness of our customers
➢ To enable our fast growing startup to gain scalability and efficiency in providing our financial 

services to our customers,  you will develop two high core tools. 

➢ The results of the project will be: 

- A consolidated overview of customer details with typical functions (editing, deleting, 

updating, etc.) that prepares all required data for our contracts

- A dynamic financial contract for our fast growing eCommerce clients  

➢ Your project will gain added value for the whole team as well as for our customers. 
➢ The project will be for two students and requires UX as well as backend experience and 

knowledge

Your Profile: 

STUDENT & PASSION You are a technical student, experienced in TypeScript/JavaScript 

DATA & FINANCE You have an affinity for data and finance, can overview and understand complex 

topics and are able to create simple structures and solutions to simplify and automate those topics as 

best as possible. 

WHAT ELSE? You are familiar with or at least have first experiences with AWS and would love to 

improve your skills in a highly dynamic environment. 

THAT'S YOU You are self-driven, curious and have an independent mindset
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